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Defining Total Police Interactions

In 2019, there were 762,723 records in which a police unit was assigned
some public-facing incident.
Of these:
• 415,867 were initiated by a call to 9-1-1 or the police non-emergency
number. These are referred to as “dispatched police incidents.”
• 346,856 were initiated by police officers in the field, and are referred
to as “on view police incidents.”
This does not include the work of the Investigative Services Unit, support
services, or other specialty details.
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Defining Total Police Interactions
Dispatched PD Incidents
PD Incidents

Inconveniently, “incidents”
are often referred to as
“calls” (as in “calls for
service”), which leads to
confusion between “calls
[from the public]” and
“calls [for service]”. I will
try to refer to “calls for
service” as “incidents”
here.

Calls to 9-1-1 and Police NonEmergency
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Defining Police Incidents
What is a “PD Incident” but not a “Dispatched Police
Incident”?

PD Incidents

On view incidents. An “on view” (OV) incident is any
incident that originates from the officer in the field and
not from a call from the public that was dispatched to
the officer.
Admin status incident. Officers need to document
their location and status, and use admin incident codes
to do so. 10-7M means “having lunch,” for instance.
OV skew towards lower priority incidents than
dispatched incidents. 41% of dispatched incidents are
C-Priorities, whereas 71% of OVs are. An OV could be
a crime-in-progress that an officer happens to see
while on patrol, but it can also be an interaction or
action that just documents what the unit is doing. For
instance, an officer could say “Put me 903 at Twin
Peaks,” which means that they are going to spend
some time up at Twin Peaks, possibly because there
were auto breaks-ins there and the police want to
make a deterrent effort. 44% of all OV incidents are
903s. The second most common is 585/traffic stops at
17%.
Usually purely admin status codes are not of interest
for most policing analyses but OV incidents are –
although there can be some differences in defining
what is what.
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Defining Other Calls to 9-1-1 and Police Non-Emergency
What is a “Call to 9-1-1 and Police Non-Emergency” but not a
“Dispatched Police Incident”?
Fire and Medical Incidents. In San Francisco, DEM answers all 9-1-1
calls and police non-emergency. In a majority of other jurisdictions,
there are separate centers for law enforcement and fire and EMS.
Accidental or non-germane calls. Over 40% of 9-1-1 calls are either
accidental or otherwise not for police/fire/EMS dispatch.
Information Calls (“I-Priority”). Some incidents are broadcast over the
radio to police units, but not assigned to have a unit respond. These
“Information” calls are for things like a reckless driver in an area where
there is not a specific location, but the officers should be on the lookout for something.
Advised calls. 9-1-1 operators are required to make an official record
for all 9-1-1 calls, including accidental or non-germane calls. They are
not required to do so for similar non-emergency calls, although
sometimes they do. In addition to the above referenced accidental and
non-germane calls, there are other calls that are in this category. A call
about an auto break-in may result in a dispatch depending on
circumstances, but usually a dispatch is not required and it is more
convenient for the victim to file a report online, with 311 or at a police
station. A 9-1-1 operator will create a 852L incident record, which
indicates that they spoke to someone about an auto-break in but did
not send the incident to be dispatched.
Calls transferred to other jurisdictions.

Calls to 9-1-1 and Police NonEmergency
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More data definitions just to be exact…
The category “Dispatched Police Incidents”
is a little more straight-forward to define
than what falls outside of this area, but still
requires some definitions that can result in
slightly different numbers.
Shared-jurisdiction calls.
- MTA. MTA does most blocked-driveway
and parking violation incidents, but SFPD
can handle these incidents (and has
responsibility overnight when MTA is offduty for blocked driveway issues). MTA
uses our computer system, and it is hard
to reliably filter out incidents that MTA
responded to and leave those PD
handled. Because PD does not handle
many of these incidents, we usually just
delete all in these categories and note
that.
- Sheriff. It is straightforward to delete the
incident codes only used by the Sheriff’s
Department, but Sheriff deputies are law
enforcement and will sometimes OV an
incident which is hard to separate out
from PD OV incidents. Because of the
low number of these incidents, they are
usually just left in the dataset.

Dispatched PD Incidents

Initial Code/Priority vs Final
Code/Priority. These are usually the
same, but the code/priority of an incident
can be updated by responding officers or
call-takers with additional information.
The Initial Code/Priority is the code &
priority at the time the call was first
entered by the call-taker for dispatch, and
is usually what you want if you are trying
to understand why officers are sent. The
Final Code/Priority is usually not updated
if things are different in the field but the
officer is on scene and doesn’t need
additional help. It is usually updated if it
will change a response – the first officer
isn’t on scene yet and information
changes, or the first officer finds out
things are more serious and needs backup. Final Code/Priority is what you’d
want if you’re trying to understand a little
more about what officers are being sent
to.
If officers are sent to a call that was
originally a fire or EMS call, it will usually
show up as a fire or EMS code as the
“initial code.”
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What are we talking about in numbers?

In 2019, SF DEM fielded:
• 1,263,319 total calls
• 723,443 emergency (9-1-1 and the equivalent 10-digit number) calls
• 539,876 police non-emergency calls
In addition to police incidents, from these calls:
• 32,318 fire incidents were dispatched
• 124,039 EMS (medical) incidents were dispatched

In 2019, there were:
• 929,131 police incidents with a unit assigned
• A further 26,011 I-Priority and 314,034 “Advised Calls” without units assigned may or may
not be counted as police incidents, depending on definitions being used
Of the 929,131 police incidents with a unit assigned:
• 166,408 Admin incidents
• 415,867 dispatched police incidents*, of which:
• 93,057 were A-Priorities
• 156,303 were B-Priorities
• 166,507 were C-Priorities
• 346,856 “on view” police incidents**, of which:
• 2,460 were A-Priorities
• 82,602 were B-Priorities
• 261,794 were C-Priorities

*Initial priority.
**On View incidents sometimes are not
given priorities by officers or
dispatchers, but are left with a default
priority setting in our computer system.
The data on true priority should be
reasonably accurate, but not exact.

That means 762,723 incidents have a police unit that was assigned something public-facing.
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Understanding “Dispatched Police Incidents”
Priority and Code

Every dispatched police incident is given a Priority and a Code. There are four priorities (three are dispatched
and one is broadcast) and ~130 codes. Setting aside I-priorities, that leaves almost 400 distinct types of
possible police dispatches.
GUIDELINES FOR DIFFERENT PRIORITIES
A-Priority: CITY WIDE RESPONSE “A” priority complaints are the most serious and demand an immediate response. In progress, crimes involving lifethreatening situations or serious property crimes are assigned the highest priority.
The following are some of the guidelines for assigning “A” priority calls:
•
There is present or imminent danger to life or major property.
•
The suspects of a crime involving loss of life or serious bodily harm are in the area and might be reasonably apprehended.
•
A major crime scene must be protected.
•
A juvenile is missing or involved in sexual abuse or assault.
•
An elderly person or other “at risk” person is missing.
B-Priority: DISTRICT WIDE RESPONSE
The following are some of the guidelines for assigning “B” priority calls:
•
There is potential for physical harm, or damage to property.
•
The suspect may be in the area.
•
The crime has just occurred (that does not merit an A-priority).
C-Priority: SECTOR RESPONSE
The following are some of the guidelines for assigning “C” priority calls:
•
There is no present or potential danger to life or property.
•
The suspect is no longer in the area.
•
The crime scene is protected (victim cooperative).
I – Priority: INFORMATION BROADCAST
The following are some of the guidelines for sending up a call as information only (I):
•
Public disturbance where the caller wishes to remain anonymous – only with a field sergeant’s approval for events such as New Year’s or 4th of
July.
•
Non-injury hit & run
•
Reckless driver in the area
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Understanding “Dispatched Police Incidents”
Priority and Code
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Understanding “Dispatched Police Incidents”
Priority and Code

A different priority makes the same code a very different type of call. For instance:
459-A means a burglary in progress
459-B probably means a burglary scene that is not secure (risking more property loss) or recent enough to
provide information for possible apprehension
459-C is to take a report of a burglary without those characteristics
217-A is a non-fatal shooting
217-B probably means interviewing a shooting victim who is no longer on scene, or responding to a witness
or other evidence where timeliness matters
217-C probably means responding to information about a shooting that is not current

Analyzing data from all 11,112 police incidents (dispatched and on view) in the week from June 16-22, 2020*:

As
Bs
Cs
A/B/C Total

A-459
C-459

TOTAL TIME PER CALL
1:39:46
0:47:03
0:19:32
0:38:08

AVE # OF UNITS # OF CALLS
3.1
1607
1.6
2837
1.2
6678
1.6
11122

TOTAL TIME PER CALL
1:48:01
0:40:48

AVE # OF UNITS # OF CALLS
3.5
96
1.4
157

% OF CALLS % OF TIME
14%
38%
26%
31%
60%
31%

*Dates selected were just the seven days prior to when I requested data.
Data limited to seven days because of time-intensive nature of data
query and analysis.
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How is a call processed for dispatch?

Is the call about a police, fire or medical incident?
General Question Format for Police Incidents:

The call-taker must obtain answers to all the following questions. Further questions may be required based on
the type of incident.
1. Location - of the incident
2. When - did this occur?
3. Where - is the caller in relation to the incident, crime and suspects? Call taker shall obtain the exact
address (if possible), apartment number, intersection, inside or outside, etc.
4. What - is happening?
5. Injuries - is an ambulance required? If it is, the call taker is shall ensure a medical call for service is sent
based on EMD protocol.
6. Weapons - what type?
7. Loss - what was taken or damaged?
8. Who - get as much information on suspects and vehicles as possible using the following format:
1. Suspect: race, sex, age, height, weight, clothing. Additional information, e.g., facial hair, glasses,
etc. Additional suspects?
2. Vehicle: color, year, make, model, body type, license number, direction of travel. If the license
number is known, check to determine if stolen and check the registration information.
3. Caller’s identity – if possible, get the name, home address and phone number of the person
calling. The call taker shall not process a call for service from an anonymous caller using any
format other than that of the General Questions format. The caller’s request to remain
anonymous shall not alter DEC service levels.
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Alternatives to Policing

Data Relative to Possible Areas of Focus

The areas listed are listed only because they have come up already, and are not intended to be prescriptive or
exhaustive.
1) Any low-priority incident that does not require an armed response
2) Homelessness related incidents
3) Mental/Behavioral Health related incidents
4) Other?
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Alternatives to Policing

Data Relative to “Any low-priority incident that does not require an
armed response”
2019
Original Call Type
601
917
415
919
852
916
000
488
459
851
470
909
418
1030
650
594
915
487
496
416
240
SF311
811
853
100V
647B
420
518HR
912
920
807
809
212
519
910
800

Trespasser
Susp Person
Noise Compl
Sit/lie
Auto break-in
Susp Vehicle
Misc.
Petty Theft
Burglary (report)
Stolen vehicle
Fraud
Req to meet w caller
Fight (no weapons)
Report of stolen veh
Threats
Vandalism
Homeless-related
Grand Theft
Stolen property
Citizen standby
Assault (report)
Came in via 311 app
Intoxicated person
recovered 851
car alarm
prostitution
juvenile disturbance
hit-and-run accident (no injuries)
dumping trash
aggressive pan-handling
missing juvenile
missing person
strong-arm robbery (report)
accident w injuries
well-being check
mentally disturbed person

26,421

240DV
586
311
418DV
518
245
595

domestic violence assault (report)
traffic congestion
indecency
domestic violence fight
accident w/out injuries
aggravated assault (report)
graffiti

158

Count
23,629

In 2019, there were 106 different codes that were dispatched as a C-priority
incident (shown at left are the 43 of those codes with over 100 dispatches).

21,864
12,682
9,168
7,394
7,251
7,014
6,478
6,035
3,601
2,540
2,068

30-40% of C-priorities by volume are “report” incidents, where the officer is
responding to take a report about a crime that is not in progress and where
there is not a reasonable expectation of immediate apprehension. (Some
report incidents also show up as B-priorities because there is a timeliness issue
for interviewing the person or securing evidence.) These calls generally don’t
necessarily require an armed response, but require a police response.

2,033
1,951
1,712
1,597
1,569
1,392
1,378
1,081
1,004
861
821
672
478
361
360
349
344
290
289
280
226
220
215

143
138
123
123
111
102

The other 60-70% of C-priorities are about low priority crimes or violations.
Take the 26,421 601’s, for example. A 601 is a trespasser – someone on private
property. It is different from a 603 (prowler), which is someone suspected of
planning a burglary or theft, and depending on circumstances there are higherpriority 601’s (there were 454 A-priority 601’s and 5163 B-priority 601’s). A Cpriority 601 is typically someone described as homeless or unhoused who is on
private property or blocking an entrance.
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Alternatives to Policing

Data Relative to Homelessness Related Incidents

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016*
2017**
2018

Main HomelessRelated
46,505
53,245
65,590
78,184
89,101
88,762
82,751

All Other CPriorities
75,477
73,481
74,115
76,304
103,516
99,730
93,189

2019

65,333

92,499

1. Homelessness related incidents increased dramatically (92%)
from 2012 to 2016. These codes are: 915 (“homelessrelated”), 919 (“sit/lie”), 601 (“trespasser”), and 917
(“suspicious person”). Not all 601 and 917 are homelessness
related, but a large portion are.
2. In 2017, HSOC was started which resulted in changes in
strategy for these incidents as well as several different changes
in how they are reported and tracked. See ** below.
* Footnote: 66% of the large increase in all other C-priorities in
2016 were related to changes to three codes, and reflects more
changes in procedure & data rather than actual increases in
incidents.

200,000
150,000

** HSOC Started. Explaining how HSOC works and exploring the
data around it is complicated enough that it would probably merit
a separate explanatory slide deck, but very brief points:

100,000
50,000

20
12
20
13
20
14
20
15
20
16
*
20
17
**
20
18
20
19

0

Main Homeless-Related

There are two trends for homelessness related police incidents in
the last several years and one important data footnote:

All Other C-Priorities

HSOC is a unified effort comprising of multiple departments, and
not all of the data flows through DEM’s systems. With that caveat,
in 2019 there were 83,609 incidents reviewed for assignment to
HSOC-assigned police units, either solely or as part of a multidepartment response. These 83,609 incidents are a combination
of incidents coming in via 9-1-1 or the police non-emergency
number and coming in via the 311 phone number or App with a
majority coming in via the 311 methods.
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Alternatives to Policing

Data Relative to Mental/Behavioral Health Incidents
The primary codes used for mental/behavior health incidents that
involve a police (as opposed to medical) response are:
•
•
•
•
•

800, “Mentally disturbed person”
801, “Person attempting suicide”
806, “Juvenile beyond control”
910, “Well-being check”
5150, “Mental Health Detention”

Shown at right are those codes in 2019 as they appeared in the
initial coding and priority. Most 5150s, for instance, would be given
that code after officers are on scene.
Sometimes codes are appended with a suffix for further
information. “CR” indicates that a Crisis Intervention Team was
dispatched, primarily because the incident involved weapons; “DV”
indicates a domestic/intimate partner violence incident; “EA”
indicates possible elder abuse; and “CA” indicates possible child
abuse. 222 is the code for “person with a knife.”

Initial C/P
800
801
806
910
5150
800CR
801CR
222CR
910DV
910EA
910CA
Total

A-Priority B-Priority C-Priority
4,604
10,142
215
3,695
133
9
143
178
8
9,248
17,514
220
29
119
88
5
1
21
1
8
10
7
8
1
17,836

28,117

454

A 910, “Well-being check,” is not restricted to mental/behavioral health incidents. Someone calling from out of town
saying they hadn’t been able to reach their elderly relative, for instance, would be a 910. There is not a good way
aside from going through individual call details to determine what percentage are related to mental/behavioral
health.
Most of the C-priorities shown and a few of the B-priorities (most of the ones with suffixes, for instance) are probably
report calls, and not about active incidents.

Total
14,961
3,837
329
26,982
148
94
22
8
10
7
9
46,407
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Observations from DEM’s Perspective
When HSOC was operationalized and homeless encampment calls were
transferred to 311 (see policy at right), we saw a “squeeze the balloon”
phenomenon.
915/Homeless dispatched incidents dropped by 97% and 47,090 incidents
from 2016 to 2019, but:
• 601/trespasser incidents increased 86% and 12,203 incidents
• 917/suspicious person incidents increased 25% and 4,756 incidents
• 919/sit-lie incidents increased 263% and 7,860 incidents
While still a net decrease, there was considerable push-back from many
members of the public who didn’t want their call transferred from police
to 311.
Ultimately, if any type of incident is diverted from having a police
response there will be significant risk of migration back to other related
police incident codes (including “909/Request to meet with an officer,”
which can be used as a default) unless:
• It is resourced adequately to respond with similar timeliness as the
current police response, and
• The public is educated and believes the response will be as effective as
a police response.

TB19-004: 915, Homeless Related Call for Service Transfer to 3-1-1 for
Processing
Background: As detailed in TB18-016, a collaborative group has been
formed called the Healthy Streets Operations Center (HSOC) to address
homeless encampment concerns with a global approach. Currently, some
of the agencies involved are SFPD, DEM (DEC & DES), DPW, DPH, HOT,
Human Services Agency (HSA), Department of Homelessness and
Supportive Housing (HSH). HSOC is focused on providing a coordinated
response of the relevant city agencies. This approach is an on-going and
evolving effort.
Currently the HSOC team operates seven days a week from 0700 to 2300
hours. From 2300 to 0700 hours, 311 will still process the 915 calls and
HSOC will handle the overnight calls the following day. 311 also
processes calls that come in through the 311 App.
Instructions to Staff: All 915 (homeless encampment related) calls for
service, that do not involve any other police, fire or medical issues, shall
be transferred to 311 representatives to process. 311 will create the
service requests for the HSOC team to handle. This means we no longer
process occupied homeless encampments unless there is criminal
activity.
915 calls should not be sent up for dispatch. However, 915 can be used
as a secondary code. Any call that is more than a 915 “C” priority, will be
sent up for dispatch using the appropriate radio code (reflecting the
prominent issue/complaint). Some common examples are as follows:
• ProQA for a medical response
• 601, Trespasser (TB17-004)
• 917, selling drugs. (A 915 in an encampment using drugs is
still a 915 encampment.)
• 920, aggressive solicitor (TB17-004)
• Any in progress crime, violence or aggressive behavior.
If none of these conditions exists, call takers shall transfer the call to 311,
using the following script:
“The City has a new coordinated response with other agencies such as
Department of Homelessness to address homeless encampment issues. I
am going to transfer you to 311, which will assist you with your concern”.

